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PART 1: Review Comments
Reviewer’s comment

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

Compulsory REVISION comments
Minor REVISION comments
“To find an answer we used as ingredients two concepts”. This type of construction
dominate in the paper. I suggest “To find an answer two ingredients concepts were used”.
However, if that is the language of the journal then that is fine.
Optional/General comments

Created by: EA

This study tried to answer the question: How to optimize the total production of economy?
To find an answer ingredients of two concepts were used, namely; a worker is incentivized
to work if it pays off. When the neighbor below earns less and above earns more the
worker will work harder and produce more. The productivity of the worker is proportional to
this ’derivative’ in the income curve. The second ingredient depends on who is in control of
the production process. In highly-simplified naming: In capitalism, the capital takes the
decisions, in a democracy the people do by vote. A dictatorial system was simulated in
which decisions can be imposed by a (benevolent) dictator. These ingredients in
evolutionary computation were used. Starting with a distribution, a random small changes
were made to the model and if the total production increases, a decision will be made
whether to implement these changes. This procedure is repeated until the distribution is
stable. Remarkably, the outcomes for ’democracy’ and ’capitalism’ are similar. Capitalism
and democracy go hand-in-hand together: One person getting all income, two people
working and most not working and not receiving. These results are also analytically found.
In ’communism’, nobody works and everybody perishes. In a ’dictatorial’ system production
can optimize for the benefit of the people and come to the conclusion that the introduction
of minimum wages is beneficial and these should be 50% of the average income.
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